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assumptions about the pre-conditions of 







in a medium, thinking in a language and 
thinking in a context’ (2005).	This	affinity	with	
materials	is	proactive	whereas	Carter	talks	


























































Iterations of Applied 
Materials in Design Pedagogy
This article aims to interpret how the role of making and the process of such engagement, 
with particular emphasis on contemporary textile applied materials; shapes design 
methodologies in art and design institutions. While the core fundamental for applied 
material disciplines is not a new emerging methodology, it nevertheless seems to be 
under threat.  Therefore, it seems a timely juncture to understand such engagements in 
experiential knowledge created, not solely in the realm of the micro individual practice but 
also how such knowledge building can have impact on a macro level for the institute and 













































title	of	the	‘Department of Ceramics, Glass 







talks	of	‘craft is indeed always applied,	always	
in	motion	towards	some	objective’	(2007,	























‘you still can’t get away from the idea that 
the artist has to make things themselves and 
it has to have the hand of the artist and the 









maker and object; an interdependency 












‘Thinking will often need to be undone as a 




Sherdiff	talks	of	‘makers of experiences and 






talks	of	the	‘hands-on intellect; through 
handling materials in practice a form of tacit 
knowledge arises providing a particular way 






















expanding practices used by artists advance 
our understanding of who we are, what we 











understand	in	‘our evaluation of the craft 
objects centres on matters of touch, which 
we sometimes loosely describe as a form of 
reading’ (2007,	p101).	



















‘it is no longer plausible …to claim that the 
visual (object) is merely a way to saying what 








Adamson	says,	‘innovation …is often not a 
matter of creating a work, rather, it is a matter 







of knowledge partly through making 
artefacts has brought a new dimension to 
…. research as the practitioner informs the 











‘emancipatory’…that	can	‘enact artistic, social, 










inquiries		increasingly	need ‘the ability to 
communicate and get into dialogue with.…
other knowledge producers, in ones own, as 
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“There is an intimacy that 
textiles harbour and hold 
emotions and memories 
that few other materials 
and objects can do”























































scraping at the edges of fine art and craft and 
decoration as it were, and of course decoration 
was always considered a ‘bad’ thing in art 
school. If it was very decorative it wasn’t 
meaningful! But then it plays right into my 






















































Riot’,	‘Guerrilla Knitting’,	‘Yarn Bombing’ 
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of things by hand leads to a better 
understanding of democracy because it 



















Mary	Kazoun	talks	of: ‘My repetitive process 




she	performs	making.	‘I am in physical pain 
because of the labour of (their) making and I 
embrace it’	(2005,	p17).
McGuinness	‘found the most effective work 
and… effective tools for communicating…. 
to various audiences were still all rooted in 
cloth’ because of ‘how it can speak to people. 
……. cloth can operate in society, to navigate 
and open up different spaces’ that engage 
with the community and involve people as 
‘collaborators’ rather than ‘participants’, 

















‘Locked in / Locked out’, ‘Never Washed’,	‘The 

















his	recuperation	and	recovery	‘I found my 
way back through sewing’.	With	a	profound	
realisation, ‘It was a turning point in my 
practice, it grew entirely from a desire to 
make; of comfort of having a needle and 
thread in my hand; of reassurance of stitch. 
Making revived me’	(Cheney,	2016).
Jamie	Chalmers’s	charity	‘Fine Cell Work’ 
sees	that	the	process	of	cross	stitch	can	
give	structure,	calmness,	and	purpose	that	






















Collective’	noting	the	aim	‘to expose the 
scandal of global poverty and human rights 





that will increase skill, (provide) sector 









‘reverse-engineered, hacked, and shared’	
as	a	form	of	‘civic engagement, building 
community capabilities through collaborative 



































talks	of,	‘living (our) artworks, representing 
(our) understanding and performing (our) 
pedagogical positions as (we) integrate 
knowing, doing and making through aesthetic 
experiences’	(Lim,	2006,	p8).
Conclusion






































says	‘it’s about being embedded in material, 
embedded in encounters with people and 
about being embedded in time’ (2014).
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